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Grease Is the Word
On January we went to the “Carcano” Theatre to see the show Grease. There were lots of
people. The story tells about Danny and Sandy two guys who met on the  beach during
the summer. They spent beautiful days together. At the end of the  summer Danny Zuko
has a “fantastic surprise”… Sandy attends the same school. She is different from the other
girls of her age because she is shy and she doesn’t  know how to relate with them. When

Sandy meets Danny again, she is disappointed because Danny has got a reputation at school so he can’t play the role of
the “sweet” nice boy with her. After a lot of unforeseen circumstances, Sandy decides  to change and to become a sexy and
bold girl. So, now, they can be engaged and no one can break their love.
I found this show educative and funny above all at the end when we had the possibility to ask some questions to the actors.
What about music? It was fantastic you know!
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Wings, more than a song
Macklemore’s songs Wings tells the story about himself as a kid, desperate because
he wanted to be like his peers. In his head, are the shoes that make the man. With
these shoes he felt cool and good at basketball. But all of his dreams come crashing
down when one of his friend’s brother died for a pair of shoes.   He realized that it
was just a pair of shoes, but for many people this is a drug.  It’s a song against
consumism: in America like in a lot of world’s country, people are conformers.  They
pay a lot of money to buy branded goods only for be cool but sometimes don’t have money to buy them so they kill or steal.
They think that fashion clothes or shoes make them cute and they think that money makes happines but there couldn’t be a
thinking worst than this.  We aren’t what we wear but we are what we think, and in life branded clothes are only surface
things.  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How to Help the Environment
Helping the environment is important but sometimes it’s a little difficult and laborious. For
example, cities are very polluted because a lot of people use cars too often when they could
use buses and undergrounds. In Milan, it isn’t every easy because public transport isn’t always
on time…
For sustainable living there are many things we can do. Everyone can put them into practice to
make our future a better one.
7 ideas for help the environment:
Recycle: Recycling does make a big difference to the environment.
Turn off lights: These waste a surprising amount of electricity and money!

Buy local: Try to buy seasonal food that has been produced locally to reduce the food miles. If possible is better to buy
directly from producers and farmers near your home and at increasingly farmer’s market.
Get on your bike: Riding bikes is good for the environment and it will save a fortune in transport costs.
Start composting: People can turn organic waste into compost which you can use in the garden.
Tap water: Drinking tap water is perfect for saving money and helping the environment.
To conclude: we have to help the environment (even if people don’t do it) as much as possible because it will make a better
world for our children.
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